FALO File

Laurel Angelica
Race: Elemental Winged Sidhe
Gender: Female
Homeland: Isle of Ravenhilt
Parentage : Lady Icesha Aurora, Queen of Ravenhilt
FALO Standing: Moonstone Holder

Lady Laurel Angelica is an elemental winged; she
was born from a white rose that grew under a large oak
that had been watered by the tears of the Lady Icesha
Aurora. Lady Laurel Angelica prefers to be just called
Angelica by her closest friends. One of the earliest
memories Angelica has is the near destruction of the
Grove court of Ravenhilt by humans who slaughtered
the Dyrads home trees for the making of instruments of war. This brought about her natural suspicion and
dislike of humans and a rather stormy changing disposition towards them. She also has a raging loathing for
war like mentality which can make interaction with her tense, changeable, and difficult.
During the fall of Ravenhilt, Angelica was sent to, fostered by, and became a Priestess of the Dawnea.
These magical people taught Angelica the arts of deep divination into the crystals/mirrors of the earth; she
outlived all of them with exception to the only known new chosen member Fiona Tammerdale. Angelica
lived in the Wintery Mountains for many years honing her craft. She met with members of FALO under the
guise on an elf. After sometime when she finally became comfortable she revealed her true nature to her
friends.
Angelica began having dreams and visions of her fae mother’s twin sister and began a quest to breathe
new life into the court of Ravenhilt. She found that the living crystal fountain had been protected with the last
breath of magic Icesha Aurora could give; Icesha rounded the frightened and lost spirits of Ravenhilt into the
crystal and surrounded it with a bramble of thorny white rose brushes. Angelica with her knowledge from the
Dawnea drew out the hiding people of Ravenhilt and surrounded the grove court with a Faery ring protecting
it from any further harm. This act of protection brought about her crowning as the new Queen of Ravenhilt.
Light and Dark fae are at peace in Ravenhilt for the time being.
During the cataclysm of E’tara Ravenhilt’s faery ring dissipated and Ravenhilt became an Island in the
Quin Sea like it originally was. During this time the there was a massive death in deciduous trees and the
wood was given to Rodin Rae DeCordeilla to build a ship which she named “The Emerald Lady.” Due to the
dissipated faery ring, Ravenhilt is surrounded by mist. The deciduous trees have recently made a comeback in
Ravenhilt as the temperature of the Island has finally regulated.
The Island has boats that take in faery and man alike for healing. There are magic crystal mirrors and
portals that are of use to the Queen only in the mountain caverns. There are healing springs and hot thermal
springs, and only Fae live there; humans may only visit. Weapons are forbidden in Ravenhilt.
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